AXIOM® Vector®

Trim
straight & curved

COLORS Due to printing limitations, shade may vary from actual product.

ARCHITECTURAL FILM FINISHES (white or black background)

BLIZZARD WHITE FINISH

NOTE: Blizzard White finish available on select Axiom® Classic, Knife Edge®, and Vector® trim profiles

WOOD LOOKS FINISHES


VISUAL SELECTION

This trim coordinates perfectly with Armstrong® Vector® ceiling panels to mimic the 1/4" reveal with a narrow vertical fin profile.

KEY SELECTION ATTRIBUTES

- Adjustable Trim Clip (Item 7239) makes Axiom® Vector Trim compatible with WoodWorks and MetalWorks panels or planks that drop greater than 3/8" below the grid flange
- Incorporates the sophisticated grid-hiding visual of a Vector ceiling with a perimeter
- Axiom trim is part of the Sustain™ portfolio and meets the most stringent sustainability compliance standards today – White and 13 Sustain™ colors only (colors found on Pg. 481)
- Recommended for use with full-size Vector ceiling panels; preserves factory-cut Vector edge detail
- Standard 90° factory-mitered inside corner and outside corner posts available
- Colors coordinate with Armstrong® ceiling and suspension systems
- Extruded aluminum trim provides more crisp edge detailing compared to conventional roll-formed steel systems
- Compatible with Armstrong® exposed suspension systems and Drywall Grid Systems
- Custom slotting, perforating, and cutouts available

AXIOM Vector® Corner Posts *

For use with specialty ceilings with grid offset larger than 3/8" below the grid flange

AXIOM Vector with Wall Panel

Axion Vector Pre-mitered Inside Corner

AXIOM Vector Corner Posts

Axion Vector Outside Corner Post

AXIOM Vector with Panel

Axion Vector Pre-mitered Inside Corner

Visual Details

CAD drawings available on armstrongceilings.com/axiom

VISUAL DETAILS

AXIOM Vector Corner Posts

AXIOM Vector Outside Corner Post

AXIOM Vector Pre-mitered Inside Corner

Axiom® Vector® trim

TRIM & TRANSITIONS

50% RECYCLED CONTENT
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